
 

Metrosafe™ 400  

 

Press release 

Thanksgiving thieves  
Pacsafe® leaders in smart, anti-theft gear raise awareness and give advice on airport 
luggage thieves looking to ruin your Thanksgiving.  

 
(Everett, WA, 15th September, 2010):  Travel is a word synonymous 
with Thanksgiving, be it in the air or by road. Unfortunately travel 
over the holiday season usually means luggage laden with gifts, 
long queues, crowd chaos, increased check-in bag levies and 
packed baggage claim areas – the perfect conditions for criminal 
activity, especially in these challenging economic times.  
Pacsafe®, leaders in smart anti-theft travel gear, keeps valuables 
safe and secure, so you can focus on what really matters – 

            getting home to see your family friends.  
 
With millions of us flying over the Thanksgiving period in spite of bag levies, the inevitable hassles we 
face and economically tougher times, we do it to see our loved ones. We are often so focused on 
getting to the destination that we sometimes get distracted or forget about our own travel safety. 
This is exactly what thieves and carousel crooks are betting on – that moment when you have your 
back turned, when you’re asleep on a long haul flight, when your bag arrives in the reclaim hall 
before you, all perfect opportunities to snatch and grab or slip their hands in and take out a few juicy 
presents for themselves.  As airport authorities say, ““These people dress like passengers and 
pretend to wait for luggage, then they’ll pick up a bag that came in on an earlier flight and just 
walk out the door with it.”  It’s no surprise then to hear that, 12,000 laptops go missing in U.S 
airports every week with a noticeable increase during the holiday season!  

The convenient, convertible solution that also helps you avoid check-in baggage fees and 
means your gear won’t be open to carousel thieves is the Metrosafe™ 400. The 21L carry-on is 
a smart solution that converts from a briefcase into a shoulder bag and then into a backpack. The 
multi-purpose bag also offers a padded and zippered 15.4” laptop compartment whilst the 
eXomesh® stainless steel wire slashguards prevent would be thieves from hacking their way in. The 
potential for in-flight theft is also countered by Pacsafe’s lock and leave system, which allows users 
to attach the bag strap securely to the chair in front of you while you sleep.  

For those looking for a more casual option, the 
Metrosafe™ 300 is a young, urban bag shoulder 
bag that doubles as a backpack. Large enough to fit 
a 13” laptop or iPad with its internal padded sleeve, it 
also keeps must-have items safe with its built-in 
padlock and eXomesh® slashguards. The bag also 
allows you to anchor it to a secure fixture for extra 
security.  
 
 

 
 
If you have to check-in luggage, deter thieves with Pacsafe’s Strapsafe™ TSA accepted luggage 
strap. The bright yellow and black strap stands out making your bag instantly recognisable whilst 



 
 

also making sure that your bag won’t be a likely target for thieves who 
tend to go for black, non-descript, unrecognisable luggage. The 
patented Baggage Constrictor Technology™ ensures that the strap 
cannot be loosened. It is also TSA approved ensuring luggage 
inspectors can unlock your bags without breaking the lock whilst the 
display window on the strap also conveniently tells you when someone 
has opened it.   

Pacsafe also offer a range of Travel Sentry locks including the Prosafe™ 
750 key-card lock, perfect for those who forget combinations and don’t 
want the hassle of another key and the Prosafe™ 900 combination lock 
with a display window to tell you if your lock has been unlocked by TSA 
luggage inspectors.  The bright lime and red of the locks are also useful 
in identifying your bags.  

-End-  

Appendix: 

Pacsafe’s tips to outsmarting luggage thieves  

1. For checked-in luggage mark it and make it identifiable. 
2. Use a TSA approved lock. The lock itself acts a deterrent and if it’s TSA approved luggage 

inspectors can open the lock without breaking it and then relock it, so that it is secure for the 
rest of the journey. 

3. In-flight theft is on the rise. If you sleep on a long haul or overnight flights keep your carry-on 
locked up, under and attached to the seat in front.  

4. Use bags that have Smart Zipper Security™ these zips clip to an anchor hook making it 
harder for pickpockets in crowded airports to slip their way into your bag 

5. Where possible, take anything of value on the plane with you as carry-on  
6. Make sure your bag cannot be slashed into.  

What is eXomesh®? 
Our eXomesh® patented anti-theft technology is found in most of our smart products. It’s a strong, 
lightweight, flexible, high-tensile, stainless steel, slashproof wire mesh which is used in our smart 
travel gear as:  

• eXomesh® cage system:  Locks closed and locks to a secure fixture with a heavy duty 
locking device.  The eXomesh® is either externally fitted to bags or laminated between fabric 
to form a bag. 

• eXomesh® slashguards: our stainless steel wire mesh is built discreetly into areas targeted 
by bag slashers, like the bottom and side panels.  

Slashproof Carrysafe™ straps 

Our adjustable Slashproof Carrysafe™ straps are reinforced with a lightweight, flexible, high-tensile 
stainless steel wire which prevent opportunistic bag slashers from slicing through your bag strap and 
running off with your gear.  

Smart ‘Turn & Lock’ Hooks™  



 
 

These small smart devices pack a whole lot of intelligence. The hook unfastens so that you can 
fasten your bag to a secure fixture, be it the leg of a table or around a palm at a beach. What’s more, 
the smart hook has a special turning mechanism which actually locks the hook in to place making it 
harder for a bag snatcher to make an easy getaway.  
 

Smart Zipper Security™  
Pacsafe’s® concealed zipper clips make it difficult for crafty, opportunistic pickpockets to slide open 
your bag and steal your valuables. Hidden from view, thieves won’t know where to begin or how to 
get in. They also smartly attach to clips so if they are pulled, the bag won’t just slide open.  
 

Sources:  
• http://www.allbusiness.com/management/personal-business-support-services-

travel/11550334-1.html 
• http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703808904574528000278767032.htm 
• http://blog.zonealarm.com/blog/2009/11/how-to-travel-safely-with-your-laptop-this-

thanksgiving.html 

• http://www.allbusiness.com/manage

ment/personal-business-support-

services-travel/11550334-1.html 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Notes for editors:  
For additional information, high-res images and retailer or cost information please contact: Jen 
McCombie, International Marketing Manager on jmccombie@pacsafe.com or call +852 3664 8314 
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